
FREE ARTICLE WRITING SITES

Are you looking for article writing websites so you can start earning Plus: 10 Free Premium Tools to Help You Write and
Get Published!.

Articles can range from corporate greed to education reform or change in world leadership to letting the
people govern and make decisions on the way we treat the environment and exploitation of resources. In fact,
there are many blogs and online magazines that pay you for stories and articles instantly. Devilish about web
development? Need help learning how to pitch a paying guest post? We all have our own interests and
hobbies. Each article must be well written, accurate, grammatically correct and original content. This is a list
of markets offering guaranteed pay only! Suite , Minneapolis, MN  Niche: Web Development Payment
Method: Unknown Sitepoint is currently one of the leading websites online when it comes to web
development, and they are interested in paying quality freelance writers to contribute to their growing
network. And yes, you may have to wait months and even a year or two until the next edition of the book is
published to see your work. Pay varies, so be prepared to negotiate. Be creative. The articles are generally
detailed and designed to help writers improve their skills and showcase their work. Here are the kind of topics
they are interested in: Travel destinations The newest motorhomes on the market RV related do-it-yourself
projects RV service and repair recommendations They do have a lead time of about four to six months. Take
your pick. Developer Tutorials also allows you a bio with a link back to your blog. There is no fixed price for
your articles, but you can be rest assured that you will be paid well if your article is of great quality and if it is
accepted. They are looking for writers with fresh ideas and tips. Download their pitching guidelines here. As
an online magazine based in the UK it covers the popular zeitgeist. So, you can easily build your portfolio, and
as a result expose your work to thousands of people. I believe you should be able to get paid for your articles
instantly, and this article will be giving you a list of 30 websites that will pay you a fixed rate for every article
you contribute. Their audience is diverse and all focused on providing excellent content for women. They also
publish short interviews with professionals who work in industries that allow them to get paid while traveling.
They prefer writers to also submit photos.


